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Ryugamine, Rukasu

Ryugamine Rukasu is a player character played by Soki Ryugamine.

Ryugamine, Rukasu

Species: NH-31 Minkan
Gender: Male

Age: 20
Height: 187.96 cm (6'2“)
Weight: 81.6 kg (180Ibs)

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: (maintenance Technician)

Rank: Nito Hei
Current Placement: Fort Victory Reserve Center
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Physical Characteristics

Height: 187.96 cm (6'2”)
Mass: 81.6 kg (180Ibs)
Measurements:

Build and Skin Color: Rukasu has much of his father's build, so his mother has told him with slightly
broader than average shoulders, and longer legs. A “runners” build so his mother calls it. His skin is on
the pale side, a trait he inherited from his mother's side of the family.

Eyes and Facial Features: Rukasu has deep sea green almond shaped eyes, being the only facial
feature inherited from his mother, the rest of his face, seems to strongly resemble his late father, with
high cheek bones, a slight point to his chin and a strong jaw-line. The bridge of his nose is concave, his
nose small, with narrow nostrils.

Ears: Rukasu has elven ears, with a slight point

Hair Color and Style: Rukasu wears his hair short on the sides and back, the top half having a medium
length to it, and always kept in fauhawk. The back and sides of his hair, are a deep black, while the top; a
dark navy in hue.

Distinguishing Features: The only distinguishing feature of his, is the blue tint in his hair, a strange,
and very rare occurrence. A marker of his father; or at least from what he had been told by his mother;
though how it only manifested on the top of his head and his bangs is question without an answer.
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Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Rukasu's well known for his courageous,and loyal nature. He's always there to stand up for
a friend, or family member; and no matter the situation, or how dire it possibly is he's there to offer any
type of assistance that he can manage. To those who don't know him, he's a serious person; but to those
who have spent a decent amount of time with him. He's very laid-back and always happy to chat. He can
be quite shy, when around people whom he doesn't know, but all and all he's very easy to get along with.

Likes: Kendo, tinkering with known technology, most musics, reading up on new techonologies,
working and cleaning weapons, and power armour.
Dislikes: disloyalty, scrapped tech, disappointing his peers, over complication, doing inventory.
Goals: To protect, and serve the empire, and his family.

History

Family (or Creators)

*Ryugamine Roku- father (Deceased)1.
*Ryugamine Ayame- Mother (Alive)2.
*Ryugamine Yuka- Sister (Alive)3.
*Ryugamine Ikiri- Aunt (Alive)4.

Pre-RP

Rukasu's childhood was a loving one. Born YE 16 on Planet Yamatai, in the town of Kyousou. His mother;
Ayame staying home to raise him. While his father; Roku worked for the Kyousou Police Force (KPF).
Throughout his childhood Rukasu was taught about honor, loyalty, and respect; both for his family and
ancestors and the empire, his father wanting to install these ideals, as a way of life in his young son; and
it stuck with the young Rukasu. The first six years of his life he was an only child, but Ru didn't mind to
much; he was never alone with his mother, always there while of course his father worked but when he
was off they spent time together as well. Though the next year saw the birth of his little sister; A surprise
for young Rukasu, excited at the notion of having a younger sibling to care for, and play with Rukasu's
childhood seemed amazing. Though there always was the question by the young boy about his
grandparents. The only reply he received, was that they were no longer here. He would come to find out
that, due to Great Plague of YE 08 His grandparents, and most of his extended family had died. Though
his father and mother survived; a question He asked how, but the only answer he ever got was 'luck'.

YE 23, A year after his sister was born, Rukasu's second year in lower secondary, met with the knowledge
of war. His father; always having been loyal to the empire, and with a great desire to protect both his
wife, and children left to enlist in the growing Star Army. The end of the war came swift only lasting two
years, but his father never made it home. Rukasu was still in elementary, while his mother had a new
born child to care for. Though sad times had fallen on his family, his mother continued to remain a strong
pillar for all the things Ru's father had taught him, and with the help of his aunt; they were able to pull
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through the sad times a bit easier.

The rest of his childhood, though absent of a father continued to be a good one, with his sister always
nearby, or following him Rukasu developed, a strong desire to be a protector; the desire only growing
and fueling his passion to enlist as he grew older, a desire only seconded by his drive to understand how
the technology that surrounded him worked. Through lower secondary, he tried to convince his mother
that when he was old enough to enlist, but she would not have it. She instead talked him into enrolling in
a technology course; the Kyousou Institute of Technology, a place where his gift with learning quickly,
and understanding tech would be put to better use. The lose of his father, and the desire not to harm his
mother's feelings in anyway saw him obey.

The five years he spent at Kyousou tech. brought him great joy, with hands on learning, as well as taking
up the fencing team,Rukasu's mother seemed all but happy that her son seemed to be content with his
life, but little did she know even though Ru was happy with his schooling, his desire to enlist did not
diminish. The day of his graduation he announced, more so to his mother that he was in fact enlisting.
Though in truth; it broke her heart, she was happy that her son was still following his heart, though she
happened to convince him to wait a day or two, to spend time with the family and he did gladly, watching
his young sister enjoy her own scholastic journey with friends. He left his home with fire of determination,
and the resolve to honor his father's memory.

Skills

* Star Army Common Skills

* Through basic training, Rukasu's learned how to handle himself in hand-to-hand combat, as well as
basic training with firearms and such; but with the time he spent on the fencing time back at Kyousou
Tech. He finds that he's much more proficient with swords.

Inventory

Ryugamine, Rukasu has the following items:

ryu_s_mcas
Ke-M4-W2901 Light Armor Service Rifle (Tier 5 Medium Anti-Armor) with Ke-M4-W2902 LASR-SLAG
Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 containing:

Type 31A Survival Kit
Star Army Duffel Bag, containing:
Toiletry Kit
Environmental Suit
2 Duty Uniforms

1 Star Army Cap, Type 32
1 Star Army Coat, Type 32

2 Working Uniforms. Includes boots and gloves.
2 Exercise Uniform (can also used as sleepwear)
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Undergarments
Star Army Utility Belt, Type 32, light-blue gray
Communicator, Type 36
Pistol, Nekovalkyrja, Type 33 with 2 BR-28E Battery Magazines (1 in the pistol and 1 extra)
Scanner, Science, Type 31
EM-J5-1 Flying Assistant Robot Series (SAOY)
Lamentation

Finances

Ryugamine, Rukasu is currently a Santo Hei in the Star Army of Yamatai .

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
2300 KS -700KS New Sword
2521 KS +221KS Monthly salary
2742 KS +221KS Monthly salary
2963 KS +221KS Monthly salary
3963 KS +1000KS Gift from Rei Tanaka
4184 KS +221KS Monthly salary
4405 KS +221KS Monthly salary
4626 KS +221KS Monthly Salary
4847 KS +221KS Monthly Salary
Character Data
Character Name Ryugamine Rukasu
Character Owner Soki Ryugamine
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Nitô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Technician
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
SAOY Entry Year YE 36
DOR Year YE 45
DOR Month 1
Orders Orders
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